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Many physicists who win a Nobel prize find the freedom it brings lets them carve out new research paths. But often the shift in focus began long before their prize was conferred ...
Life beyond the Nobel: why physicists love to leave the herd
Something much less life-threatening, but equally frustrating for anyone involved in the dairy industry, is the focus on Selective Dry Cow Therapy (SDCT). I was ear-wigging on a discussion last week ...
Eamon O’Connell on Selective Dry Cow Therapy (SDCT): Why it’s time to embrace change and make your herd suitable
Marshall's football team has to turn the page quickly from its emotional win over Florida Atlantic with defending Conference USA champion UAB - who knocked off the Herd in Huntington ...
Huff wants Herd to keep emotions in check
Since the pandemic began, Dr. Bob Wachter has been a voice of reason and science, both through UCSF’s “Medical Grand Rounds” video series as well as interviews with the New York Times, the San ...
Herd immunity? ‘Not going to happen,’ says UCSF doctor
Back in the early stages of the pandemic, when vaccines were still just a hopeful idea and variants of concern had yet to make an appearance, herd immunity was all the talk when it came to beating ...
Why 'ideal' herd immunity for COVID-19 is likely impossible — but attempting to get there still matters
These 3 Things Will Change Your Life Forever Almost two years ago, I took the first independent step in my life and started my first ever business. I had decided to steer away from the herd and build ...
These 3 Things Will Change Your Life Forever (Life-Changing Habits)
COVID-19 statistics as reported by the Arkansas Department of Health on Tuesday. Symbols (+) or (-) mean changes in numbers since Monday.
6 p.m. Tuesday COVID-19 local report: Columbia County active cases ticks up to 8
If you aren't big into paleontology, you may not understand why new evidence that Mussaurus patagonicus -- an early Jurassic Sauropodomorph related to late ...
Over 100 fossilized dinosaur eggs have been found in Argentina, and it could change our understanding of how dinosaurs lived
Ireland will need to look “very seriously” at the country’s cattle herd in the years to come, a climate change adviser has said.
‘Very serious’ look needed at Irish herd size, says climate change adviser
The NBN is looking to establish itself as Australia’s ever-evolving, digital backbone via Dentsu’s BWM Isobar.Its new campaign ‘Made For More’ highlights improvements to the service by featuring a ...
NBN shows Australians how the internet is now ‘made for more’ via BWM Isobar
Herd MSL CEO, Skye Lambley, said: “We have one purpose at Herd MSL and that’s to create conversations that change Australia and New Zealand. Critical to achieving our purpose is the ...
Herd MSL rejigs executive team with 3 senior promotions
More: Chaisson Allen excited for opportunity to coach Wisconsin Herd in NBA G League More: Menominee Nation Arena no more: Oshkosh Arena announces official — but still temporary — name change ...
How does the G League work for the Milwaukee Bucks and Wisconsin Herd?
Later on, during Leaders Questions, Healy-Rae made another contribution saying (at 4:03:18): “Taoiseach you have been quoted as being in favour of the reduction of the national herd. Without ...
FactCheck: Did the Taoiseach say that he was in favour of reducing the national herd?
In a recent speech to the UN Security Council, Taoiseach Micheál Martin described climate change as “the defining challenge of our generation”. In response, Ireland has embedded in ...
How come kids love Greta Thunberg and the national cattle herd?
That appears likely to change this season ... At least, that’s what the hope is for D’Antoni and the Herd. “I feel like I’m getting comfortable out of my shell, being able to handle ...
George brings versatility to Thundering Herd roster
Israel is once again close to reaching herd immunity against the coronavirus, Head of Public Health Services Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis said at the Jerusalem Post Conference on Tuesday. “When we ...
Coronavirus: Israel is reaching herd immunity – Health official
From an emergency declaration to a path toward net-zero, Dana Tizya-Tramm of Old Crow, Yukon, rose from personal depths to help the Vuntut Gwitchin become climate pioneers.
He’s the youngest chief in his First Nation’s history. Now he’s leading their fight against climate change.
Marshall, Florida Atlantic and Western Kentucky are in a three-way tie atop Conference USA’s East Division, but that number will be reduced by at least one after the Thundering Herd and Owls meet ...
Herd set to battle Florida Atlantic in pivotal Conference USA showdown
The speeches will not change much for Marshall football head coach Charles Huff this week. Huff is hoping the performance for the Thundering Herd doesn’t change much, either. Last week, Huff warned of ...
Marshall football: Huff wants Herd to keep emotions in check
Ireland will need to look “very seriously” at the country’s cattle herd in the years to come, a climate change adviser has said. Marie Donnelly, chairwoman of the Climate Change Advisory ...
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